An estimate of the efFect of light bending and redshift on puls8l' beam characteristics has been made using a weak Kerr metric for the case of a 1.4 M(i) neutron st8l' with IlL radius in the range 6.10 Jan and rotation periods of 1.56ms and 33ms, respectively. Auuming that the pulsar emiasiOll. has the form of a narrow conical beam directed away from the surface aDd is located within two stellar radii, the beam is found to be widened by a factor of S2 aDd to suBer a reduction in the intensity (flattening of the profile) by an order of magnitude or less. The effect is largest for the most rapidly rotating the neutron stars. For an emission region located beyOll.d 2Okm., the flattening is generally insignifiClt.D.t.
The pulse profile is slightly asymmetrical due to dragging of the inertial frames. For millisecOnd periods, aberration tends to reverse the ftattening eJfect of space-time cunature by uarrowing the pulse and can completely overcome it !or emission from a location beyond ~30km. Although the pulse must slightly brighten up, a IBl'ge redshift factor overcomes this effect to keep the pulse flattened for all neutron' star radii considered here.
Photon propagation neutron ~tar near a r being an affine parameter. The beam is symOur purpose here is to report results of a calculation to estimate the contribution of light bending and redshift to the pulsar beaming characteristics where the pulsar mass is 1.4 M0' but the radius lies in the range 6-10 kIn. The case for smaller neutronstar radii has been made by Meszaros and Ri1fert (1987) in the c<!urse interpreting observational evidence on X-ray pulsars and QPOs. With a slight modification, we use the basic formalism developed in Kapoor and Datta (1985) which refers to the conventional model of pulsar emission proposed by Radha.krishnan and Cooke (1969) . The conical pulsar beam, regarded monochromatic here, is widened due to space-time curvature in longitude (and latitude). Here a photon emit~ed from r = rem at an angle 6 with respect to the radius vector arrives at a distant observer at an angle 6new-widening the beam in that 16uewl > 161. The angle 6 is measured in the direction opposite to that of the rotation of the neutron ~tar (6 = -1r/2 represents a tangential forward photon, 6 = 0 is radially outward, etc.), whereas the angle 6uew is the same as the net bending of a photon l{Jo according to an observer at infinity. This quantity can be evaluated once one explicitly writes down the geodesic equations corresponding to the wea.k Kerr geometry lpo(S = 0) -l{Jo(S) = 6uew ,
(1) metrically widened only in the Schwarzschild case [where l{Jo(S = 0) = 0]; in the rotational case, photons emitted at an angle 6 are slightly swept away in the direction of rotation of the star as a consequence of the frame drag eff'ect. As a measure of the widening of the beam, we introduce a quantity-'divergence index'
The A in eq.(S) differs from tha.t defined in Kapoor and Datta (1985) where the angle 6 was redundantly added to l{Jo to give 6new• In the.rotational case we find that A( +6) 1: A( -6). There is a reduction in the intensity of the pulse due to the beam widening which is measured by a deamplification factor sinS d6 1 sin 6 E = sin 6 new d6 new = A sin 6 new • (4) It will be < 1 when the beam is widened. Since there is an inherent reduction in intensity due to redshift also, the net reduced intensity as observed at infinity is .
where
where Ie is the intensity at the emission frequency in the rest frame of the emitter. Due to slight Doppler (2) boosting and diminution respectively,. I; > It. widened by a factor of I'V 2 and the intensity reduced by an order of magnitude for rem = R. In general, the larger the neutron star, the less is the widening effect on the beam caused by space-time curvature. The widening effect on the beam dwindles rapidly as ,. em increases beyond 20 km. The attendant reduction in intensity is likewise minimal.
Kapoor
The situation for P = 1.56 ms, however, is distinguished for all the radii considered. Here, due to the presence of rotational terms in the formalism, the aberration effect is nontrivial, more so where rem is large. The main function of aberration is 1985) remains tenable for inillisecond pulsars whatever the location of the emisSion region and, for slow pulsars, it will hold if rem < 20 km.
To conclude, the contribution of relativistic effects to the duty cycle and beaming can be properly gauged only when the radial location of the radio emission is specified. In general, the beam for all pulsars is widened in longitude as well as latitude, but the effect is significant only for rem < 2R, being stronger for the faster pulsars. For rem> 3Okm, it is virtually non-existent. For fast pulsars aberration will tend to reduce the duty cycle even though the beam width in latitude remains unaffected.
